WINE LIST - IN PARMA BY FOOD ROOTS

All our wines come from small producers but there's one that we're really proud of, our
LAMBRUSCO, which, since we opened, has always been considered not one of our wines, as in other
places, but THE WINE in here. As pioneers of Lambrusco in London we definitely recommend this
wine because being high in acidity, matches perfectly In Parma's food speciality: charcuterie and
cheese. Different from the white, cheap, sweet white you are used to, ours is red, dry and full of
flavour! And as our objective is trying to teach the authentic ways how to consume the products, we
serve our Lambrusco ONLY in the traditional bowl, called FOJETA, which sits in front of you. So, in
order to live the whole In Parma experience you can't miss the opportunity to taste our Lambrusco
and Ham in the AUTHENTIC WAY!

PROVINCE
(REGION)

WINERY

GRAPE

Y

CA DE' MEDICI

70%SALAMINO
15%MAESTRI
15%ANCELLOTTA

REGGIO
2013 (EMILIA)

125
ML

BTL

RED SPARKLING WINES
RED LAMBRUSCO IGT "FOIETA"

4.70 25.50

Full bodied, smooth and a little tannic, strongly characterized, persistent and fruity, with intense foam, thick, violet and evanescent. Res Sug 18g/l. 11.5% vol
RED LAMBRUSCO IGT "TERRE VERDIANE"

CECI

50%MAESTRI
50%MARANI

2013 PARMA
(EMILIA)

27.00

Rich and deep, tasty of fresh and fruity flavor. The whole cheering mood of this wine can be found in the landscape of the Parmesan Giuseppe Verdi’s music:
sparkling, deep, lively, perfumed and colorful, a mood in which only Parmesan country can be soaked. Res Sug 28 g/l. 11% vol
RED LAMBRUSCO IGT "OTELLO"

CECI

100%MAESTRI

PARMA
2013 (EMILIA)

5.20 29.00

This Ceci Masterpiece has an extraordinary violet-red colour and full enveloping bouquet of strowberries, blackberries and raspberries with marked woody
scents. Excellent tannicity moderated by the important residual sugar 30G/l. 11% vol
REGGIO
2013 (EMILIA)
Awarded with 3 GLASSES GAMBERO ROSSO, dry but fruity at the same time soft, fresh and lively. Residual sugar 10 g/l. 11.5% vol

RED LAMBRUSCO DOC "CONCERTO"

MEDICI

100%SALAMINO

5.50 29.50

PARMA
2013 (EMILIA)
Aromatic smoothing timbre, fragrant and fruity with hints of cherries, berries and hints of rose hips. Residual sugar 30 g/l.

RED LAMBRUSCO IGT "MARCELLO"

ARIOLA

100%MAESTRI

31.00

100%LAMBRUSCO
2012 MODENA
SORBARA
(EMILIA)
‘Pris de Mousse’ through natural in-bottle fermentation followed by a six-month ageing. AWARDED WITH 3 GLASSES GAMBERO ROSSO. 11.5% vol

ROSE' LAMBRUSCO DI SORBARA DOC "FONDATORE" CLETO CHIARLI

ROSE' LAMBRUSCO DI SORBARA DOC "LECLISSE"

PALTRINIERI

100%LAMBRUSCO
SORBARA

2012 MODENA
(EMILIA)

35.00

38.00

Outstanding acidity and a typical hint of violets. Dry and full, with a fruity aroma. AWARDED WITH 3 GLASSES GAMBERO ROSSO. 12% vol

WHITE SPARKLING WINES

WINERY

GRAPE

PROSECCO SOLIGO DOC EXTRA DRY

SOLIGO

100%GLERA

PROVINCE
(REGION)
PIEVE DI
2013 SOLIGO
(TREVISO)
Y

125
ML

BTL

5.50 30.00

Dry, delicate, fresh, lively, intense with typical aroma. Residual sugar 16 g/l. 11% vol
FERRARI PERLE' TRENTODOC
The Italian Champagne par excellence. Classic Method.

FERRARI

100%CHARDONNAY

2008 TRENTO
(TRENTINO)

42.00

PROVINCE
(REGION)

WHITE WINES

WINERY

GRAPE

Y

VERDICCHIO DOC "TERRE CORTESI"

MONCARO

100%VERDICCHIO

2013 ANCONA
(MARCHE)

125
ML

BTL

5.00 24.00

A classic Verdicchio in the famous Anfora bottle. The wine has a brilliant straw colour with green tints, a fresh & fruity bouquet with hints of citrus and a full
bodied, fresh and harmonious flavour. 12.5% vol.
FALANGHINA IGT

VILLA MATILDE

100%FALANGHINA

CASERTA
2014 (CAMPANIA)

5.50 26.00

Straw colour. Elegant, floral and fragrant, with clearly perceptible scents of pineapple, and yellow peach, intertwined with broom and rose whiffs. Delicate
sage reminiscences. Balanced and pleasant taste, fully resembling nose impressions with underlying delicate walnut scents. 12.5%vol
SAUVIGNON - FRIULI GRAVE DOC

SAN SIMONE

100%SAUVIGNON

PORDENONE
2014 (FRIULI)

28.00

Light straw yellow colour with slight greenish hints. Broad, varietal, aromatic on the nose, with citric notes of grapefruit, yellow pepper, tomato leaf, sage
and balsamic aromas. On the palate it is rich, fragrant and aromatic, with natural acidity and a persistent and pleasant slight bitter aftertaste. 12.5% vol.
GAVI DI GAVI DOCG "ORO"

LA SCOLCA

100%CORTESE

ALESSANDRIA
2014 (PIEMONTE)

30.00

Light straw in colour, on the nose fine and pleasantly fresh. Delicate, dry, well-formed, rich in body, long finish on the palate. 11.5% vol

PROVINCE
(REGION)

WINERY

GRAPE

Y

LEONE DE
CASTRIS

100%PRIMITIVO

2014 LECCE
(PUGLIA)

125
ML

BTL

RED WINES
PRIMITIVO SALENTO IGT

5.00 24.00

Deep red wine with an intense nose of blackberry and plum. In the mouth it is warm, velvety and balanced. Very well matched with main courses, roasted
meats and cheeses. 14% vol
2014 PALERMO
(SICILIA)
A red of unmistakeable personality. Harmonious and rounded with intense aromas of jammy fruits and juniper berries. 14%vol

NERO D'AVOLA IGT "TERRE SICILIANE"

CUSUMANO

100%NERO D'AVOLA

MONTEPULCIANO ABRUZZO DOC "COLLE SECCO"

CANTINA TOLLO

100%MONTEPULCIANO 2011 CHIETI
(ABRUZZO)

26.00

6.00 28.00

Ruby red with purplish highlights and slightly garnet rim. Ripe red fruity, liquorice, cloves and cocoa spicy nuances. Full-bodied with good structure; sweet
tannins, well balanced with good length. 13%vol
80%CORVINA
VERONA
10%RONDINELLA
2013 (VENETO)
30.00
10%SANGIOVESE
The wine has a ruby red colour, a delicate bouquet reminiscent of cherries and wild berries. The wine is full-bodied and dry with a velvety finish. 13.5%vol

VALPOLICELLA SUPERIORE DOC

ZENATO

CHIANTI CLASSICO DOCG

BORGO
SALCETINO

95%SANGIOVESE
5%CANAIOLO

2012 SIENA
(TOSCANA)

6.50 32.00

Awarded with 3 GLASSES GAMBERO ROSSO. Well structured, savoury character on the palate. Smooth and velvety tannins with a good length.
RECOMMENDED.
NABUCCO EMILIA IGT

MONTE VIGNE

70%BARBERA
30%MERLOT
From Parma with great structure, flowery with soft and silky tannins. Persistent and elegant ending.

PARMA
2011 (EMILIA)

39.00

BAROLO DOCG "SAN CARLO"

DEZZANI

2011 ASTI
(PIEMONTE)

45.00

100%NEBBIOLO

Barolo in its classic form, brilliant ruby red colour with garnet rims.
2010 SIENA
(TOSCANA)
A great wine with an intense bouquet and balanced tannins that express all the characteristics of the "terroir" in terms of its quality and type.

BRUNELLO DI MONTALCINO DOCG

CAMIGLIANO

100%SANGIOVESE

52.00

